Abstract-Network simulators, e.g., QualNet, have been widely used for the sake of cost efficiency in network model evaluation and testing. In order to evaluate and test the impacts of parameters on network models, massive simulations and result analysis are typically running repetitively in a sealed virtual environment per a non-real-time simulated clock, apart from real-time human interactions. The major drawback of this caustic approach is obvious in large-scale network simulations with long simulation time and hardware-in-the-loop accessories, when the result analysis must be adaptive to human factors in nowadays computer networks. In this paper, we design and implement an interactive real-time user interface (RTUI), which is a reliable human-in-the-loop framework that allows human users to dynamically modify the parameters of network model during the simulation process. With negligible delays and overhead, the impacts of parameter changing on network model can be actualized and measured at real time, rather than in a repetitive manner of the conventional approach, resulting in RTUI's time-efficiency and cost-efficiency in network protocol debugging and assessment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network model evaluation and testing are essential in improving various new wireless and heterogeneous communication technologies [1] [2] [3] [4] and their deployment in the real world [5] [6] [7] [8] . Evaluation and test of a network model generally can be classified into two major types: physical test approach and simulation test approach [9] . In the case of physical test, the network model runs on many test-beds and their performance is evaluated over resource demanding experiment rounds, which is costly and very limited for specific test scenarios [10] . Compared to the physical test, the simulation test approach is more cost-effective and flexible, since none of the actual test-beds is required and the experimentations can be conducted in more scalable network scenarios. In particular, the simulation test approach is the only viable approach for large-scale experiments or simulations due to prohibitively high expense incurred by actual physical tests. However, the simulation test approach still needs to catch up with the physical test approach in regards to many real-time demands including the interactive human factors. Although a back-end support tool [11] for large-scale parameter configuration has been proposed to evaluate the network performance for a particular setting of protocol parameters, the proposed solution does not apply to large-scale real-time simulations, for example, in a network comprised of thousands of ad hoc routers simulated by QualNet. A NS-2 based game environment has been designed to train people in terms of network management skills, however, the proposed solution does not apply to wireless networks since NS platforms lack the wireless signal processing models presented in QualNet [12] and OPNET [13] .
In this paper, RTUI is proposed for the QualNet-based simulator to serve large-scale wireless network model evaluation and testing.
A reliable human-in-the-loop framework is achieved between graphical user interface (GUI) and QualNet-based simulator so that the parameters of network model in simulator can be dynamically and manually changed by human users. With negligible delays and overhead, the impact of parameters on the network model is actualized at real time during simulation, rather than by repetitions. Experiment results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed RTUI.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the real-time user interface in detail. In Section III, the proposed RTUI approach is evaluated by intensive experiments. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED REAL-TIME USER INTERFACE
A. Real-Time User Interface design The proposed RTUI framework is composed of RTUI GUI, and QualNet-based simulator as shown in Fig. 1 . The RTUI is investigated as an external interface of QualNet and allows the QualNet to interact with external entities such as the program on local host or remote host, e.g., a GUI. The development of RTUI follows the QualNet modelling framework with initialization, event dispatcher, and finalization. The initialization is responsible for interface parameters configuration and UDP socket communication between GUI and QualNet-based simulator. The event dispatcher emulates the behaviour and state transition of network models in the simulator. The function of finalization is utilized to release the memory, close the socket, and print the statistics of simulation.
The main functions of RTUI are to receive the incoming configuration stream from GUI, modify the relative parameters in the network model of simulator and forward the performance metrics to GUI for visualization. In the framework, a connection is established via UDP sockets communication between GUI and simulator. When human user makes a change on particular parameters of network model on the GUI, a corresponding configuration stream is sent to RTUI and then, the specified parameter of network model is changed in the simulator. In addition, in order to analyse the impact of the parameter change, the performance metrics will be periodically fed back to the GUI. Fig. 2 shows the defined packet formats in the RTUI. If any parameters of network model have been changed on the GUI, a configuration packet or stream is sent to the RTUI. This message contains a series of segments, e.g., the packet type, the packet length, the node identification, the interface status, the data rate, the other transmission or reception parameters, and the node coordinates. Regular network performances, e.g., statistic of received or transmitted packets, Packet Error Rate (PER), and delay, are fed back to GUI as the metric packets. A metric packet contains the packet type, the packet length, and the node identification. RTUI also can indicate the error information, when the human user makes any incorrect operation in the GUI. Figure 3 shows the working procedure flowchart of RTUI and the detailed description is given as following:
• RTUI listens to a UDP port to receive the incoming configuration stream from the GUI, which is stored in the receive buffer.
• Then the packet parser is informed to parse the packet at the top of receive buffer. The processing order of receive buffer is first in first out (FIFO), ensuring that the required timing constraints are satisfied.
• As soon as the parsing is finished, the node manager is scheduled. The node manager is responsible for the management of the nodes in the simulation scenario.
• If the node specified by the packet exists in the simulation scenario, event dispatcher is called. Otherwise the packet is dropped immediately.
• According to the node identification indicated in the packet, the event dispatcher assigned the event processor of the specified node to handle this packet.
• The event processor extracts the parameter segments from the packet and modifies the specified parameters of the network model or the mobility model. The other relevant variables of the network model have to be recalculated based on these changing.
• The event processor schedules a timer event periodically.
When the timer event is scheduled, the performances recorded in simulation process are encapsulated as a packet and put in the send buffer.
• Then the send buffer pushes it to the GUI via socket communication. The packet parse, node manager, and event dispatch are only involved in the processing of incoming traffic to the simulator. Figure 4 shows a simple graphical user interface, which here is only developed to provide convenient interactivity between human user and simulator as well as the visualization of the packet-level performances at real time. On the left side of GUI, the parameters of node are displayed. In this simple GUI, only a few parameters of physical layer model are involved, but the proposed RTUI framework can also support the other network layer, e.g., transport layer, network layer, and MAC layer. On the right side of GUI, the graph shows the curves of performances with different colors. When the connection is established between GUI and QualNet, the RTUI sends the performances metric of network model to GUI and GUI displays them to the human user. When the parameters of network model are mutually changed by the operator, GUI can easily keep track of network performances and show how the parameter change affects the performances of network model.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Figure 5.
Pre-configured network model in QualNet-based simulator Figure 5 shows an ad-hoc network model in a QualNet based simulator. For simplicity, a simple data transmission model from node 1 to node 5 is pre-configured, while nodes 2, 3, and 4 are considered as routers and the routing path for its data transmission is 1→2→3→4→5. The transmit power and received threshold of all the nodes are pre-defined as 15dBm and -81dBm, respectively. In order to show the efficiency of proposed RTUI framework, we first test the RTT between GUI and QualNet to check the delay to the simulator, and then, we change the transmit power, received threshold, and position of node by the GUI through the RTUI. Figure 6 shows the round trip delay time (RTT) between GUI and QualNet-based simulator. Due to the additional command stream, processing time, and performances visualization, RTUI may introduce some delays and overhead to the simulator. However, experiment result demonstrates that the averaged RTT introduced by the RTUI is just 66.5us [14] and is actually negligible for the QualNet-based simulator, which implies that the RTUI almost does not change the fidelity of network simulator. Transmit power is changed from 15dBm to 1dBm t2
Transmit power is changed from 1dBm to 15dBm t3
Reception threshold is changed from -81dBm to -50dBm t4
Reception threshold is changed from -50dBm to -81dBm t5 Y-coordinate is changed from 900 to 600 t6 Y-coordinate is changed from 600 to 900 900 Simulation ends Figure 7 shows performances of correctly received packets at node 5 with different transmit power, received threshold, or position at node 4, which is achieved by manually modify the corresponding parameters of network model by the GUI via the RTUI. The detail procedure of human action at GUI is listed in Table 1 . At time zero, the Node 1 transmits the packet to the node 5 at a constant data rate, thus, the gradient of its transmitted packets is constant from 0 to t1. At t1, the transmit power of node 4 is manually reduced from 15dBm to 1dBm. Due to a lower transmit power at node 4, the link from node 4 to node 5 is broken and the gradient of correctly packet becomes zero. However, when the transmit power is changed back to 15dBm, nodes 4 and 5 are connected at t2 and the corresponding gradient of correctly received packets at node 5 become larger, which is similar as that at beginning. At t3, the reception threshold of node 4 is re-set to -50dBm, which results in a poor link quality from node 3 to node 4. Thus, the number of correctly received packets at node 5 becomes smaller, and the corresponding gradient becomes smaller. When the reception threshold of node 4 is changed to -81dBm, the data transmission returns to normal. In addition, we also changed the position of node 4 as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 7 , similar result can be observed. Therefore, the experiment results have demonstrated that with proposed RTUI the parameter of network model, e.g., the transmit power, reception threshold, and position of node, in QualNet-based simulator can be dynamically changed and the corresponding impact can be obviously realized at real time.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new real time user interface is investigated for the QualNet-based network evaluation and testing. With the aid of RTUI, a reliable human-in-the-loop framework is accomplished so that the human factors such as the GUI programs on local host or remote host can interact with QualNet-based simulator and changes the pre-configured parameter or condition of the network model to realize the impact of such parameter in the measurements. Experiment results demonstrate that the investigated RTUI works efficiently and the parameter or condition of the network model can be manually and dynamically changed, leading to better network model evaluation and function debugging. distributed data harvesting, and network security modeling in mobile wireless networks, in particular, those with challenging network constraints and high security demands, such as mobile ad hoc networks and underwater sensor networks. He has contributed to the design, implementation, and testing of network protocols within the NSF 
